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T

he implementation of supercritical fluids has received a tremendous interest from the scientific community with the aim to
upgrade the traditional technologies as well as to develop new technologies for the production of smart materials. The
characteristics of smart materials at micro-nano scale are closely associated with their chemical composition as well as to their
particle size. The production of such materials with specific properties is very important for numerous applications in catalysts,
coatings, electronics, ceramics, superconductors, dyestuff, pigments, and pharmaceuticals.

We report a novel method for the fabrication of porous zinc oxide scaffolds by a scalable supercritical CO2 (sc-CO2) based
nebulization process, under mild processing conditions (P = 145 bar; T = 110 °C). This process consists of evaporation of CO2
enriched water micro-droplets (~ 3µm diameter) deposited from an aerosol onto heated substrates at 135 ± 5 °C followed through
coffee-ring effect. We produced hierarchically porous ZnO scaffolds with polycrystalline hexagonal wurtzite structure and space
group of C46V (P63mc). Photoluminescence emission (PLE) characteristics of as deposited scaffolds showed sharp NBE blue
emissions whereas and post heat treated to 400 °C enhancement in the PL intensity with conventional green luminescence. We
explored the feasibility of this process to produce zinc oxide scaffolds and utilize for potential applications in diverse fields of
nanotechnology.
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